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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and System for increasing computer operators 
productivity in connection with the application which does 
not Support multiple relative-pointing devices, over manipu 
lating Simultaneously and independently of at least two 
pointers on the same display Screen of the computer by 
means of hands, feet, fingers of at least one computer 
operator over manipulating of the corresponding relative 
pointing devices Such as mice, trackballs or the like, coupled 
to the computer and associated with the corresponding 
pointers, wherein Signals from the relative-pointing devices 
are being processed by shared cursor driver. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR INCREASING 
COMPUTER OPERATOR'S PRODUCTIVITY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001. This invention relates generally to the methods and 
Systems for increasing computer operator's productivity, and 
Specifically to the methods and Systems when a computer 
operator operates with relative-pointing devices(RPDS). 
0002. It is well known in the art to use RPD, such as 
trackball or a mouse, with a computer System. A computer 
System generally employs Graphical User Interface(GUI). A 
GUI relies heavily on RPD input, allowing the user to 
perform many functions by use of the RPD. To move a 
pointer, e.g., an arrow, a cursor, or an icon, displayed on a 
display, e.g., a Cathode Ray Tube or a Liquid Crystal 
Display, that Serves as the output device of the computer, a 
mouse as a typical RPD is often use. There are different 
kinds of mice: mechanical, optical, wireless, gyro, feet 
operated. 
0003. Manipulation of the RPD by operator's hands, feet, 
fingers issues pointer positioning Signals to the computer 
System as deltas for X and Y. That Signals, finally, received 
and translated by a special routine, known as a cursor driver 
the computer System uses to move the pointer at a new 
location on the display, at the location that corresponds to 
the mentioned above deltas (U.S. Pat. No. 6137472). 
0004. A common difficulty of the prior art is that prior 
methods and Systems are not adapted for implementation of 
a large plurality of pointers at the same time and on the same 
display Screen, the pointers, associated and corresponded 
with the appropriate RPD or RPDs, manipulated by opera 
tor's hands, feet, fingers wherein each RPD is coupled to the 
Same computer System, operated by that operator. 
0005 Meanwhile, it is preferable to manipulate simulta 
neously of a plurality of pointers at the same time and on the 
Same display Screen using the RPDS, coupled, associated 
and communicating with the same computer System that 
comprises Said display Screen. 
0006 An excellent example, illustrating mentioned 
above preferences, demonstrate applications, comprising an 
onscreen keyboard. It is very easy and convenient to type 
Symbols using onscreen keyboard by means of two inde 
pendent pointers, each pointer is associated with its own 
mouse, manipulated independently by the right and left 
operator's hands accordingly. 
0007. The increasing efficiency and convenience of mod 
ern ergonomic RPDS amplify mentioned above preferences. 
0008 U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,898,419 and 6,115,027 disclose 
computer Systems connected together via a network, 
wherein pointers imageS which are displayed at the remote 
computers are also displayed at the local computer. 
0009. The local computer's user just sees (but can not 
control and manipulate of) "pseudo' pointers (created and 
completely controlled and manipulated from the remote 
computers) in addition to his or her single own “true' 
pointer. That Single own “true” pointer is associated, con 
trolled and manipulated by that local computer's user via the 
RPDs coupled to his or her local computer. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0.010 The present invention provides effective method 
and System to increase computer System operator's produc 
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tivity over providing the ability to manipulate of a large 
plurality of pointers at the same time and on the same 
display Screen of his or her computer System. 
0011. According to the invention a multipointer manipu 
lating System includes a computer System having a memory, 
a display Screen, a processor and more than one relative 
pointing devices (RPDS) coupled to the computer system. 
0012 Each pointer is controlled, manipulated and asso 
ciated with one or more RPDs over the appropriate hands, 
feet, fingers. Each RPD is completely controlled, manipu 
lated and associated with one hand or one foot or fingers. 
0013 The user is able independently manipulate of each 
pointer at the same time and on the Same display Screen 
using independently moving hands, feet, fingers, each one 
associated with the appropriate RPD. 
0014. The simplest embodiment of the multipointer 
manipulating System includes a computer System having a 
memory, a display Screen, a processor and a couple of mice, 
each coupled to the computer System. The user is able to 
manipulate of two different pointers at the same time and on 
the same display Screen. The first pointer is associated and 
controlled by the first mouse and the Second pointer is 
asSociated and controlled by the Second mouse, each mouse 
is manipulated independently by the appropriate user's 
hand. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWING 

0015 FIG. 1 is a general view of a multipointer manipu 
lating system (MMS) according to a preferred embodiment 
of the present invention. 
0016 FIG.2 is a diagrammatic view of the MMS accord 
ing to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0017 FIG. 1 is a general view of the MMS according to 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The MMS 
includes a display screen 100 with pointers 102 and 104, and 
a system device 110 coupled to the first mouse 120 and to the 
second mouse 130. The MMS may include as well keyboard 
140, printers, etc. 
0018 FIG.2 is a diagrammatic view of the MMS accord 
ing to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
0019 Reffering to the FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the system 
device 110 includes a central processor 112, a System 
memory 114, 1/0 controller 116, a communications port 122 
for communications to the first mouse 120, a communica 
tions port 132 for communications to the second mouse 130 
and a system bus 118 couples the components of the MMS, 
providing a link between them. The system device 110 may 
include as well an external interface, a fixed disk, etc. 
0020. The MMS is used to increase computer operator's 
productivity over providing a possibility for the operator to 
manipulate independently of two pointers 102 and 104, at 
the same time and on the same display screen 100. Manipu 
lations of first pointer 102 are implemented over manipula 
tions of first mouse 120 coupled to the system device 110, 
and manipulations of Second pointer 104 are implemented 
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over manipulations of second mouse 130 coupled to the 
same system device 110. Manipulations of first mouse 120 
are produced by means of first operator's hand and manipu 
lations of second mouse 130 are produced by means of 
second operator's hand. First mouse 120 is coupled to the 
System device 110 via communications port 122 and Second 
mouse 130 is coupled to the system device 110 via com 
munications port 132. Manipulation of first mouse 120 
issues first pointer 102 positioning Signals and manipulation 
of second mouse 130 issues second pointer 104 positioning 
signals. The signals from both mice 120 and 130 are sent to 
communications hardware(e.g., Serial I/O ports): the signals 
from mouse 120 is sent to communications port 122 and the 
signals from mouse 130 is sent to communicatons port 132. 
A Special routine, known as a cursor driver is shared 
between communications ports 122 and 132. Upon signals 
receiving from mouse 120, communications port 122 inter 
rupts execution of any program processed by central pro 
cessing unit and passes control to the cursor driver, shared 
between mice 120 and 130 and their communications ports 
122 and 132 accordingly. Shared cursor driver receives the 
Signals from communications port 122, translates them into 
Signals the computer System uses to present the pointer 102 
a new location and returns control to the interrupted pro 
gram. Upon Signals receiving from mouse 130, communi 
cations port 132 interrupts execution of any program pro 
cessed by central processing unit and passes control to the 
shared cursor driver. Cursor driver receives the Signals from 
communications port 132, translates them into Signals the 
computer System uses to present the pointer 104 a new 
location and returns control to the interrupted program. 
0021. Thus, the same operator can simultaneously 
manipulate of two different pointers, each one independently 
movable on the same display Screen. 
0022. A person understanding this invention may now 
conceive of alternative Structures and embodiments or varia 
tions of the above without departing from the Spirit and 
scope of the invention. All thus which fall within the scope 
of the claims appended hereto are considered to be part of 
present invention. 
0023 The description is there to be regarded as illustra 
tive instead of restrictive on the present invention. Further 
more, in the description and the drawings, the System has 
only two RPDs and two ports for manipulating of two 
pointers by one operator. Those skill in the art will under 
Stand that this is So Solely to Simplify the description and that 
Such computer System may use any number of RPDS and 
ports for manipulating of any number of pointers by any 
number of operators simultaneously. 

I claim: 
1. A computer System for use Simultaneously by at least 

one computer operator in connection with the application 
which does not Support multiple relative-pointing devices, 
Said computer System comprising: a computer having a 
memory, a display, a processor, a keyboard and relative 
pointing devices Such as mice, trackballs or the like, Said 
relative-pointing devices are coupled to Said computer via 
their input circuits, Said relative-pointing devices are pro 
ducing pointer positioning Signals to position at least two 
pointers at the Same time and on the same Said display, Said 
Signals are processed by shared cursor driver, Said shared 
cursor driver is Stored in Said memory of Said computer, Said 
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shared cursor driver is Stored in Said memory of Said 
computer, Said shared cursor driver is shared between Said 
relative-pointing devices, each said pointer is controlled by 
at least one of Said relative-pointing devices, each Said 
relative-pointing device is manipulated of at least one of Said 
computer operator. 

2. The computer System as clamed in claim 1, wherein 
each said relative-pointing device is coupled to the different 
port of Said computer System. 

3. The computer System as clamed in claim 1, wherein 
Said relative-pointing devices are coupled to Said computer 
system via Universal Serial Bus(USB). 

4. The computer System as clamed in claim 1, wherein at 
least one Said relative-pointing device is cordless. 

5. The computer System as clamed in claim 1, wherein at 
least one Said relative-pointing device comprises an optical 
movement-detection circuit. 

6. The computer System as clamed in claim 1, wherein at 
least one Said relative-pointing device comprises an infrared 
communications circuit. 

7. The computer System as clamed in claim 1, wherein at 
least one Said relative-pointing device compriseS radio fre 
quency communications circuit. 

8. A method to increase computer operators productivity 
over providing a computer System for use Simultaneously by 
at least one computer operator in connection with the 
application which does not Support multiple relative-point 
ing devices, Said computer System comprising: a computer 
having a memory, a display, a processor, a keyboard and 
relative-pointing devices Such as mice, trackballs or the like, 
Said relative-pointing devices are coupled to Said computer 
via their input circuits, Said relative-pointing devices are 
producing pointer positioning Signals to position at least two 
pointers at the Same time and on the same Said display, Said 
Signals are processed by shared cursor driver, Said shared 
cursor driver is Stored in Said memory of Said computer, Said 
shared cursor driver is shared between Said relative-pointing 
devices, each Said pointer is controlled by at least one of Said 
relative-pointing devices, each said relative-pointing device 
is manipulated of at least one of Said computer operator, the 
method comprising the following Steps: 

(a) providing of mounted said computer System; 
(b) manipulating simultaneously of at least two said 

pointers on the same Said display, each said pointer is 
controlled, associated and manipulated by means of at 
least one of Said operators extremities via and by 
means of the corresponding Said relative-pointing 
devices. 

9. The method as clamed in claim 8, wherein at least one 
of Said relative-pointing devices is manipulated of a palm of 
at least one of Said operators. 

10. The method as clamed in claim 8, wherein at least one 
of Said relative-pointing devices is manipulated of at least 
one foot of at least one of Said operators. 

11. The method as clamed in claim 8, wherein at least one 
of Said relative-pointing devices is manipulated of at least 
one finger of at least one of Said operators. 

12. The method as clamed in claim 8, wherein said 
application includes an onscreen keyboard and wherein Said 
method is applied for typing using Said onscreen keyboard. 

13. The method as clamed in claim 8, wherein each said 
relative-pointing device is coupled to the different port of 
Said computer System. 
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14. The method as clamed in claim 8, wherein said 
relative-pointing devices are coupled to Said computer Sys 
tem via Universal Serial Bus(USB). 

15. The method as clamed in claim 8, wherein at least one 
Said relative-pointing device is cordless. 

16. The method as clamed in claim 8, wherein at least one 
Said relative-pointing device comprises an optical move 
ment-detection circuit. 
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17. The method as clamed in claim 8, wherein at least one 
Said relative-pointing device comprises an infrared commu 
nications circuit. 

18. The method as clamed in claim 8, wherein at least one 
Said relative-pointing device compriseS radio frequency 
communications circuit. 


